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1. INTRODUCTION 
Our purpose is to pose and to solve partially some problems that arise 
from two old and elegant theorems, 1.1 and 1.2 below. Although these 
theorems first appeared [l, 31 in very different times and places, they 
belong to the same family; this family of theorems is distinguished by the 
form of the theorem (1.3 and 1.4, below, are two more examples) and by 
the inevitable Baire category argument in the proof. 
THEOREM 1.1 (R. P. Boas, Jr., 1935). Suppose feCY(Z), where Z is a 
real interval. Suppose that, for some r > 0, the sequence (r”(f’“‘(x)/n!)) is 
bounded, for each x E I. Then f is analytic on I. 
THEOREM 1.2 (E. Corominas and F. Sunyer Balaguer, 1954). Suppose 
f E C%(Z), where Z is a real interval. Suppose that, for each x E Z, there is a 
non-negative integer n = n(x) such that f (‘j(x) = 0. Then f is a polynomial. 
In the original statements of both theorems, the interval Z was closed and 
bounded; allowing Z to be any interval is a minor improvement instantly 
allowed by the original results. We have taken a greater liberty with the 
hypothesis of the theorem of Boas. In the original, the requirement on f was 
that, for some 6 >O, for each x~Z, the series g,(z) =C,“=O (f’“‘(x)/n!)z” 
has radius of convergence p(x) > 6. To see that this is really the same as the 
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requirement given here, note that if (r”(,f”“‘(.\-);n! )) is bounded, then 
p(x) 3 Y: and if p(s) > 6 > 0, then ((6/2)“(,J““‘(.u)/n!)) is bounded. 
Regarding Theorem 1.2: were it the case that J”“‘(.u) = 0 for all .Y E I, for 
some HEN (N will denote the set of non-negative integers). then the con- 
clusion would be trivial. A similar remark applies to the theorem of Boas. 
Were it to be the case that, for some M > O? Ir”(,f’“‘(.~)/n!)l < M for all .I- E I 
and all n E N (i.e., were it to be the case that the sequences (r”(f”“‘(s)/n!)) 
are uniformly bounded), then the conclusion would be straightforward; for 
then the sequences ((r/2)” (,f’“‘(.r)/n!)) would converge to zero uniformly 
with respect to x, and the analyticity of ,f would follow from Taylor’s 
theorem. 
Corominas and Sunyer Balaguer also proved ([3]) the following 
theorem, stronger but less memorable than Theorem 1.2. This theorem will 
be useful to us in proving the results of Sections 3 and 4. 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose that I is a real interval, H is a countable set of’ 
real numbers, and .f E CT(I). Suppose that, for each x E I, there exists 
n = n(x) E N such that ,f ‘“‘(x) E H. Then ,f is u pol.vnomiul. 
The last theorem of this section is an easy corollary of Theorem 1.1. It 
will play a role in Section 4. 
THEOREM 1.4. Suppose that I is a real interval, f E C”(Z), and the sequen- 
ces (r”(f’“‘(x)/n!)) are bounded for every x E I and every r > 0. Then ,f is the 
restriction to I of an entire function. 
In Sections 2, 3, and 4 we consider analogues or improvements of 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in rather different directions. We have not under- 
taken to consider “hybrid” results and problems. (For instance, Sections 3 
and 4 are about functions of one variable; clearly the questions and issues 
of those sections have analogues in the world of functions of several 
variables, considered in Section 2. We leave it to the interested reader to 
formulate and consider those analogues.) All proofs are postponed until 
Section 5). 
2. REAL-VALUED FUNCTIONS OF SEVER.AL VARIABLES 
For a multi-index c( = (a,, . . . . (x,,) E N”, we adopt the usual conventions: 
Ial = i x,, cc! = fj (cq!), 
,=l i=l 
and, for x = (x,, . . . . x,,) E R”, x9 = n:=, XT’. Also, if .fg C”(D), where D is 
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some open subset of R”, we let f' stand for al’lf/ax;l ... ax:. As usual, 
f E C”(D) is analytic if and only if, for each x E D, f(y) = 
c 5L E,,,” (f “(x)/a!)(Y - x)” for all y in an open ball centered at x. (Basics 
may be found in [4].) 
Theorem 1.1 generalizes to the case of functions of several variables 
without a hitch. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose f l C”(D), where D is an open subset of R”. 
Suppose that, for some r > 0, {r’“’ f “(x)/a!; CY E W} is bounded for each 
x E D. Then f is analytic on D. 
There are considerable difficulties in the attempt to generalize 
Theorem 1.2 to the setting of functions of several variables. The first of 
these is the problem of deciding what the correct hypothesis should be. 
Surely D must be connected and open. It will not do to require, simply, 
that for all XE D there is some cc=a(x)~N” such that f”(x)=O, as, for 
instance, the example f (x, y) = e” shows. We conjecture that if D G R” is 
connected and open, f E C”(D), and, for each x E D there exists 
m = m(x) E N such that f (“‘(x) = 0 for all LX EN” satisfying 1~1 = m, then f 
must be a polynomial. 
What we can prove follows. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that D is a connected, open subset of R”, and 
f E C”‘(D). Suppose that, for each x E D, there is some m = m(x) E N such 
that f “(x) = 0 for all c( E N” satisfying 1~1 > m. Then f is a pol~vnomial. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that D is a connected, open subset of R”, andf is 
analytic on D. Suppose that, for each x E D, there is some m = m(x) E N such 
that ,f “(x) = 0 for all c( E N” satkfying Ic(( = m. Then f is a polynomial. 
3. SUBSETS OF I THAT FORCE ANALYTICITY OR POLYNOMIALITY 
In the hypotheses of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, the function fE P(I) is 
required to satisfy a certain condition at each point of I. It is natural to ask 
if the hypotheses can be weakened by requiring the respective conditions to 
be satisfied at each point of a subset of I. 
DEFINITIONS 2.1. Let I be a real interval, and S a subset of I. 
We will say that S forces analyticity on I if and only if the following 
theorem is true: 
if f E C=(Z), and, for some r > 0, (r”( f ‘“‘(x);n!)) is bounded for all 
x E S, then f is analytic on I. 
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Similarly, S,fkrces polynornialit~~ on I if and only if: if f’s C ’ (I), and, for 
each x E S, there is some n = n(.u) E N such that .f”“‘(x) = 0, then ,f’ is a 
polynomial. 
Given 1, which subsets S of 1 force analyticity, or polynomiality, on I? 
For each type of forcing, it is necessary that S be dense in I. We wonder 
if it is sufficient that S be densely of second category in I (i.e., Sn J is of 
second category for every subinterval J of I). 
Should it turn out to be the case that not all sets densely of second 
category force analyticity, and/or polynomiality, there will remain the 
question whether there are any forcing sets essentially smaller than those 
mentioned in the following theorems. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that I is a real interval, SC I is relativel.y open, 
and I\ S is countable. Then S,forces analyticity on I. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that I is a real interval, SE I, and I\S is coun- 
table. Then S fbrces polynomiality on I. 
4. SETS OF SEQUENCES THAT FORCE ANALYTICITY OR POLYNOMIALITY 
The set of all sequences of real numbers will be denoted by w. We define 
Z= {(a,) E 0; a, = 0 for some n E N), 
A, = {(a,) E w; (a,P) is bounded}, 
and E= r)r,O A,. 
If I is a real interval, and f E P(Z), we set d(,L x) = (f’“‘(x)/n!) E w, for 
each x E I. 
Observe that the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 can be restated: if, for some 
r > 0, d(f, x) E A, for all XE 1, then f is analytic on I. Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 
are similarly restatable, with Z and E playing the roles of A,. 
In the definition following, and hereafter, when f is the restriction to I of 
an entire function, we will say simply that f is entire. 
DEFINITIONS 4.1. Suppose that I is a real interval, and A c w. 
We will say that A forces analyticity (resp. polynomiality or entirety) on 
I if, wheneverfg C=(Z) and d(f, x) E A, for all x E Z, it must be the case that 
Sis analytic (resp. polynomial or entire ) on I. 
The use of the word force here and in Section 3 should cause no 
confusion; in Section 3 it is subsets of I that force, here it is subsets of 0). 
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Note that in Section 3, any superset of a forcing set is forcing, whereas here 
any subset of a forcing set is forcing. 
Since the larger A E w is, with respect to inclusion, the less likely A is to 
force anything, it would be of interest to find maximum, or maximal, sets 
A z o that force some property or other. (Maximum: contains every other 
such set. Maximal: is not properly contained in any other such set.) 
A set SE o is solid if (a,) ES and ]h,l < /a,, for all n imply that (b,) E S; 
S is homogeneous if it is closed under scalar multiplication. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that Cc o is countable. Then Z v C forces 
polynomiality on any real interval I. 
COROLLARY. There is no maximum subset of o that forces polynomiality. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose I is a real interval. 
(a) Z is maximum among the solid homogeneous sets that force 
polynomiality on I. If I is bounded, then Z is maximum among the solid sets 
that force polynomiality on I. 
(b) There is no maximum set that forces analyticity on I, nor any 
maximum such set among the solid sets, nor any such among the solid 
homogeneous sets. 
(c) There is no maximum set that forces entirety on I. 
(d) E is not maximal among the solid homogeneous sets that force 
entirety on I. 
Salzmann and Zeller, in [7], take a functional analytic approach to the 
question of how ((f ‘“‘(x)/n!)) ma y var y in w as x varies over Z and f varies 
over ?(I). For further references see Boas [Z, Chap. 21. 
5. PROOFS 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. If, for some s > 0, the functions sl"l(f"/a!), 
USN”, are uniformly bounded on an open set ~/ED, then ]~j”(s/2)~*’ f'/cz! 
tends to zero, uniformly on V, as (~1 tends to co, and it then follows from 
Taylor’s theorem that f is analytic on V. 
Bearing this in mind, let 
G = {x E D; f is analytic in a neighborhood of x}, 
F= D\G, 
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and, for each m E N. 
B,,, = I.f”(.r)l SE D; r”’ ~ 
X! 
< m for all a E N” 
We will show that F is empty. Since G is open. F is relatively closed in 
D. F is therefore locally compact (since D is open), and is therefore a Baire 
space (see, e.g., [5]), The sets B,,, are relatively closed in D. and, by 
hypothesis, cover D, and thus F. Consequently, if F is not empty, then 
there exist m E N and an open set U such that 
Let XE U n F. Let V be a ball of radius less than r/2, centered at X, such 
that Vc U n D. Let W be a ball centered at X, of half the radius of V. We 
shall see that (3r/4)‘“‘( If”(y)l/a!) < (:)‘I m for all E E N”, y E W. By previous 
remarks, it then follows that f is analytic throughout W, and, in particular, 
in a neighborhood of X, contradicting XE F. The contradiction establishes 
that F=@. 
The desired inequality holds for y E W n F, since W n F G U n F G B,, 
So suppose YE W\F. Let g be defined by g(z)=CntNn (f’(y)/x!)(;-J*)‘. 
Since y E G, g =f in a neighborhood of .I’. Since (r’“‘(,f”(~)/r!); z E w} is 
bounded, the series defining g converges for all z E R” satisfying lz, - ?‘,I < r, 
i= 1, . . . . n, and thus throughout V, since the radius of V is less than r/2. 
Let M’ be a point of Vn F closest to y. (There is such a M’ because F is 
relatively closed, YE W, and the radius of W is half that of V, both balls 
being centered at x E F.) Since I y - by/ 6 1~’ - .Y(, which is less than half the 
radius of V, the open ball C, centered at I’, of radius 1 y - IV, is contained 
in V, and contains no points of F. Thus C z Vn G. Since g and f agree in 
a neighbourhood of I?, and both are analytic in C, it follows that ,f=g in 
C. Since u‘ is on the sphere bounding C, it follows that ,f’(~‘) = g”( \v) for 
all x E N”. 
Since I u‘ - yl d r/4, and the power series defining g converges in the ball 
of radius r about y, it follows that g(z) = z:,, Nn (g”(w)/a!)(z - M,)’ = 
xa c Nn (f”( w)/u!)(z - w)” for all z within $r of w. Thus, for any b E N”, 
IP( = IdTY)l = 
(since WE Vn FE B,,,) 
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Thus (3r/4)‘“’ (lf”(y)l/fl!) d ($)“m. Since flE N” and y E W\F were 
arbitrary, this completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. By Theorem 2.1, f is analytic on D. Thus the 
conclusion follows from Theorem 2.3, the proof of which is just below. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. For each m E N, let B, = {x E D; f”(x) = 0 for all 
M E N” satisfying lcll = m }. The B, are relatively closed in D, and they cover 
D, by hypothesis. Thus some B, contains an open ball U. Clearly f is a 
polynomial, of degree dm, on U. Since D is connected, f is analytic on D, 
and agrees with a polynomial on a non-empty open subset of D, f must be 
a polynomial on all of D. 
Proofof Theorem 3.1. Suppose thatfe CX(Z), r > 0, and (r”f’“‘(x)/n!) is 
bounded for each x E S. 
Since it suffices to show that f is analytic on each closed subinterval of 
Z, assume that I is closed. By Theorem 1.1 applied to each component of S, 
fis analytic on S. Let 
G = {x E Z;fis analytic in a neighborhood of x}. 
Then Z\G is closed; Z\G can have no isolated points (for a proof, see Cl]), 
so I\ G is perfect. Since Z\G c Z\S, Z\ G is countable. Therefore Z\ G is 
empty. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Suppose that f E P(Z) and, for each XE S, 
,f’“‘(x) = 0 for some n E N. Let H= (f(x); x E Z\S} u (0). Then H is coun- 
table. The conclusion that f is a polynomial now follows from Theorem 1.3. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let H= (0) u (a,; (a,)~ C}, countable. The 
result now follows from Theorem 1.3. 
Proof of the corollary. By the theorem, any maximum set forcing 
polynomiality would have to contain every sequence in w. Thus o is the 
only candidate, and o forces nothing. 
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Prmf’of Theorwl 4.2. (a) Suppose that S is a solid, homogeneous set 
of sequences containing a sequence (a,,) such that a,, # 0 for all tz E :V. 
Define (h,,) by h,, = 1~ and h,, = min(h,, ,/(n - I j!. la,,l), for 17 > 0. Then 
O<h,,dmin(1~,,(, (l/(n- I)!) IuJ) for all HEN, n>O. Also, h,,+, <h,,:‘t7! 
for all n E N. Let ,f(x) = C,:=o h,, + ,x”. Since h,,, , d (l/n!) luOl, .f is entire. 
Since f““‘(O) = n! h,, + , > 0 for all n, J’ is not a polynomial. For each x E I. 
m E N, 
Since (a,) E S and S is solid and homogeneous, (elY1 Iam1 ), E S for each 
x E I. Thus, since S is solid, (f’“‘(x)/m!) E S for all x E I. Thus S does not 
force polynomiality on I. 
If ZG [ -A4, M], S is solid, and f is as above, then g = e-“f is entire, 
not a polynomial, and Ig(“‘(x)/m!( d (a,1 for all XEZ, whence 
(g(“)(x)/m!) E S for all x E I. Again, S does not force polynomiality. 
(b) A maximum set S forcing analyticity on some interval Z would 
have to contain each set A,, r > 0, by Theorem 1 .l, and thus U,, 0 A, E S. 
Let x0 be a point in the interior of Z, and set 
,(Y-.q-’ 
.f-(,y) = o 
L 
’ 
x < x0 3 
XBX,, 
f is, of course, the best-known sort of non-analytic infinitely differentiable 
function, and for all XGZ, (f’“‘(x)/n!)~ Ur,,, A, E S, so S does not force 
analyticity after all. Since each A, is solid and homogeneous, it also follows 
that there is no maximum solid, nor solid and homogeneous, set forcing 
analyticity. 
(c) We will prove the claim by showing that, for any a E o, E u {a} 
forces entirety on Z, for any real interval I. 
We may as well suppose that I is closed. Suppose that fE C”(Z) and that 
d(f,x)~Eu{a} for all XEZ. Let V=(x~I;f(“)(x)/n!=a, for all HEN}. 
Then V is closed. For each interval .Z in Z\ V, d(f; x) E E for all x E J, so f 
is the restriction to J of an entire function, by Theorem 1.4. 
Supposing that V is not empty, either V= Z or some point of V is an 
endpoint of an interval of Z\ I’. In the former case, f(x) = a, for all x E Z, 
so a = (a,, 0, 0, . ..) E E. In the latter case, there is a point x E V and an 
entire function g such that f’“‘(x) =g(“)(x) for all n E N, so, again, 
a = (f’“)(x)/n!) E E. Thus, either V is empty, whence fis entire, or a E E, so 
Eu {u} = E forces entirety. 
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(d) Let f’= {( .I a EO; (a,) is bounded and a,=O). Let S=EuF. 
Then S is homogeneous and solid, and properly contains E. We shall show 
that S forces entirety, on any interval I. 
Suppose that f~ C”(Z) and d(f, x) E S for all x E I. Then f is analytic on 
Z, by Theorem 1.1 (take r = l), so if d(f, x) E E for any x E Z, then f is the 
restriction to I of an entire function. So we may as well suppose that 
d(A x) E F for all x E I. But then f(x) = 0 for all x E Z, so f is entire. 
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